
Be more productive. Anytime. Anywhere.  

Unlimited OneDrive storage is tentatively due to be offered at the end of June 2015.

Scan to learn more

when you buy a PC, Mac, Windows tablet or iPad. Ask staff for details.

Install Office applications on 
multiple devices and platforms

Access your files anytime, anywhere, 
with 1TB OneDrive online storage

Stay up to date with your favourite apps:
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook and more

1 million

70,000
Photos

10,000
Songs

100
Videos

with 1TB of OneDrive
online storage.
Coming soon! Free OneDrive
unlimited online storage.

Personalize your 
Surface with apps

Choose the color 
that clicks
The ultra-thin backlit Surface Pro Type Cover 

and functionality of a classic laptop keyboard.
comes in five vibrant colors and has the speed 

Make the most of your downtime 
with Surface’s amazing built-in apps. 
You’ll find thousands more online in 
the Windows Store — apps for 
laughing, dancing, traveling, playing, 
watching, working, and more.  
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and browsers
Use your favorite software and apps 
side by side for multitasking ease.

Big-screen entertainment, 
anywhere
Enjoy movies and games with the stunning 
12" Full HD Plus display and Dolby® audio.

The power and performance 
of a laptop with the 
convenience of a tablet
Get unmatched versatility with the 
thinnest and lightest in the Pro family.

Best writing and 
drawing experience
From the Surface Pen to the kickstand 
to the screen size, every detail is designed 
for a natural feel.

Get things done anytime, 
anywhere and on any device.

The tablet that can 
replace your laptop.

Everything’s connected
With Windows 8.1, you can easily share the content between your Phone, 
Tablet, PC and Xbox. Now all your devices work together as one. Take a 
photo on your Lumia and it pops up on your tablet. Create a PowerPoint 
on your PC and edit it on your phone. Start watching an Xbox video on 
your phone and continue it when you get home on your Xbox.   

Microsoft Lumia 640

Lumia. 
Achieve more.

Microsoft Lumia 640 XL



Apps to keep 
ideas interesting
With over 300,000 apps in the Windows Phone Store, you’ll 
find all your favourite apps and games like WhatsApp, 
Flipboard, Spotify, Trip Advisor, Uber, and Fitbit, plus some 
awesome exclusives so you’re kept entertained, informed 
and social for longer. What’s more, information like updates 
and notifications are available at a glance on your Start 
Screen. And because quality is everything, all our apps are 
scanned for malware.     

 
Lumia comes with Microsoft® ® built-in, so you 
can view and edit your Word®, Excel® and PowerPoint®

When you’re done, you can save your work to OneDrive 
and return to it anytime and from anywhere.

Microsoft Office Xbox
Xbox SmartGlass lets your Windows Phone work with 
your Xbox console to bring interactive experiences and 
unique content about what you're watching or playing, 
right to the device that's already in your hand. Interact 
with your favorite TV shows, movies, music, sports, and 
games, and bring remote control to a whole new level.

Skype
With Skype built-in, you can upgrade mobile calls to 
HD video and voice calls and send instant messages to 
friends and family, straight from your contacts in 
People Hub.  

OneDrive
With up to 30 GB* free online storage, OneDrive is the 
one place for everything in your life. Save photos, videos, 
and documents to OneDrive and you can view, edit, and 
share them from any of your devices. Everything in your 
OneDrive account is private and can be shared with only 
those you choose.    

Windows Store
There are over 300,000 apps in the Windows Phone 
store. You’ll find all your favourites like Instagram, Vine, 
Flipboard, Vimeo, and more, in one place. With 
Windows 8.1, one download installs the apps of your 
choice onto all of your Windows devices so you can 
enjoy them whenever and wherever you are.   

OneNote
Use OneNote at home, school and work to capture 
thoughts, ideas and to-do’s. Find all your notes quickly 
in the recent view. and share your notebooks with others 
for easy viewing or editing.  

5" HD SCREEN, WITH GORILLA®  GLASS 3

1MP FULL HD FRONT FACING WIDE-ANGLE LENS CAMERA

8MP CAMERA WITH LED FLASH

4G LTE CONNECTIVITY∆

POWERFUL QUALCOMM® SNAPDRAGON™ 
400 PROCESSOR WITH 1.2 GHZ QUAD-CORE CPU

1GB OF RAM

8GB INTERNAL MEMORY AND UP TO 128GB 
MICRO SD SUPPORTED

DUAL SIM

4" TOUCH SCREEN 

FRONT-FACING CAMERA FOR SKYPE VIDEO CALLS

5MP MAIN CAMERA

POWERFUL QUALCOMM® SNAPDRAGON™
200 PROCESSOR WITH 1.2 GHZ QUAD-CORE CPU

1GB RAM

8GB INTERNAL MEMORY, AND UP TO 128GB 
MICRO SD SUPPORTED

LAYERED TRANSLUCENT DESIGN

DUAL SIM

BIG 5" qHD SCREEN FOR RICHER BROWSING, 

 GAMING AND MOVIES, EVEN IN BRIGHT SUNLIGHT

5MP FRONT-FACING CAMERA WITH WIDE-ANGLE LENS

5MP MAIN CAMERA

POWERFUL QUALCOMM® SNAPDRAGON™  
200 PROCESSOR WITH 1.2 GHZ QUAD-CORE CPU

1GB OF RAM

8GB INTERNAL MEMORY AND UP TO 128GB

 MICRO SD SUPPORTED

EXCHANGEABLE SHELLS†

BIG 5.7" HD SCREEN, WITH GORILLA® GLASS 3

5MP FULL HD FRONT-FACING WIDE-ANGLE LENS CAMERA

13MP MAIN CAMERA

4G LTE CONNECTIVITY∆

POWERFUL QUALCOMM® SNAPDRAGON™ 
400 PROCESSOR WITH 1.2 GHZ QUAD-CORE CPU

1GB OF RAM 

8GB INTERNAL MEMORY AND UP TO 128GB 
MICRO SD SUPPORTED

Lumia 640 XL Lumia 640 Lumia 532Lumia 535
4G LTE

5 INCH FULL HD LCD, CLEARBLACK, 441 PPI 

2.2 GHZ QUAD CORE CPU, 2G RAM

CAPTURE HIGH QUALITY VIDEO WITH 4 HD MICROPHONES. YOU
CAN ALSO CAPTURE AND PLAY BACK IN DOLBY 5.1 SURROUND SOUND  

20MP PUREVIEW CAMERA + FLASH + OIS AND ZEISS OPTICS

1.2MP FRONT CAMERA + WIDE ANGLE LENS

32 GB INTERNAL MEMORY + FREE 30GB ONEDRIVE

BATTERY 2420 MAH

Colours

%

4G LTE

5 INCH HD IPS LCD, CLEARBLACK, 296 PPI

CAPTURE HIGH QUALITY VIDEO WITH THREE HD MICROPHONES  
AND PLAYBACK IN DOLBY SURROUND SOUND

10MP PUREVIEW CAMERA + FLASH + AUTO FOCUS

0.9MP FRONT CAMERA + WIDE ANGLE LENS

8 GB INTERNAL MEMORY + EXTENDABLE TO 128GB 
WITH MICRO SD CARD + FREE 30GB ONEDRIVE

BATTERY 2220 MAH%

Lumia 930 Lumia 830

Colours

MICROSOFT OFFICE, NOKIA MIXRADIO AND HERE MAPS BUILT-IN

MICROSOFT OFFICE, NOKIA MIXRADIO AND HERE MAPS BUILT-IN

Colours Colours Colours Colours

Take your office
anywhere
With free Microsoft Office built-in.

Start a PowerPoint on your PC, edit it from your phone 
and finish it on your laptop. Plus, with 30 GB* worth of 
free  OneDrive storage available you can backup your 
files and share them with others securely.

You’ll also get to enjoy the latest Windows experience 
with Windows Phone 8.1, and your software will always 
be up to date whenever upgrades become available, 
with all the latest features seamlessly integrated.   

© 2015 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Get 15 GB for free when you sign up 
for OneDrive, and additional 15 GB when you automatically back up photos.
of coloured shells may vary by country. 

Try Lumia now

Microsoft Lumia 640

Learn everything you need to know about 
Windows Phone so you can keep your projects 
moving, whatever the time or place.

Scan the QR code below or visit
trylumiaphone.com   

Lumia 532

The Microsoft Lumia 532 is more than just an 
eye-catcher. With a curved back it’s striking to look at 
and beautiful to hold. The Inner Glow finish gives our 
brightest ever range of colours even more edge. And the 
robust, layered design ensures it stays as vibrant and 
colourful as the day you fell in love with it.

Lumia 535

Featuring a 5MP front-facing camera with wide-angle 
lens, the Microsoft Lumia 535 lets you capture more. 
More friends in your group shots, more family in your 
Skype, more action behind you - more of you. And with 
the built-in Lumia Selfie app as well as a host of social 
apps available on Windows Phone Store, it’s the social 
sharer’s dream. 

Lumia 640

Store all your photos, videos, and documents to 
OneDrive with up to 30 GB of free online storage* and 
access and share them from your phone, tablet, and 
computer. Now you can start a project on one device and 
continue from another worry-free. Browse and share 
content from your phone at lightning speed, watch 
videos without the interruption of buffering, stream 
music effortlessly, and play online games with ease. LTE 
connectivity gives you fast, reliable performance to use 
your phone exactly how you want.      

NEW

Lumia 640 XL

Whether you’re out, about or at home, the new Microsoft 
Lumia 640 XL with 5.7" HD screen is the smartphone that 
lets you get more done.  It’s never been easier to read 
emails, edit documents, update spreadsheets or review a 
presentation when you’re on the go – even in bright 
sunlight.    

NEW

Lumia 830

Featuring the latest Windows Phone 8.1, Lumia 830 
connects you your world better than ever before. The 
photos and videos you shoot with the stunning 10MP 
PureView camera are automatically saved to your 
OneDrive. And with just a few taps, you can share an 
entire album with friends.   

Lumia 930

The Lumia 930 is simply our finest smartphone yet 
with the best Windows experience available. Featuring 
Windows Phone 8.1, your Live Tiles align across all  
your devices, so you can enjoy one seamless experience 
across your phone, tablet and PC.   

Find the right 
Microsoft Lumia
for you

Make the
switch easy

Microsoft Lumia 640 XL Microsoft Lumia 640

Few other phones come with so much extra at no extra 
cost. 

With the latest Windows Phone 8.1 experience available 
on a range of Microsoft Lumia devices, you can now 
enjoy integrated Office, Skype, OneDrive, Cortana, 
OneNote and Xbox Games, as well as over 300,000 apps 
on Windows Store.   

Microsoft Lumia 640 XL Microsoft Lumia 640Lumia 640 XL M

Don’t worry about setting up your Windows Phone. You 
can transfer content from your old phone quickly and 
worry-free. Transfer contacts with the Contacts Transfer 
app and use the Windows Phone app to copy music, 
pictures and videos.   


